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Here is how I NOW make duct tape bi-fold wallets. :) Thanks for making it so simple!!

I'm now. How To Make Duct Tape Wallets, Sculptures, And More From A Master Of The

Some durable accessories, you need to start by making some duct tape fabric. That, along with some simple webs will turn your place into a Haunted Mansion.

Learn how to craft a variety of fun duct tape wallets, from easy to advanced skill levels. / See more

This craft is made using Bacon print Duck® brand duct tape. Step 2: Fold the sheet horizontally and then put a coordinating colored strip of duct tape along the outer edges. Be sure to leave the top open, because that's where you put your dollar bills. Step 3: Now you want to make your pockets. You can make pockets on both sides of your wallet or just one. Make a Duck Tape Tablet Case using a hard cover book and 2 styles of duck tape. It was pretty easy to make. He made it himself other than a couple instructions and suggestions from me. duct tape tablet case 5.1 He also made a duck tape wallet if you'd like to check it out and work on another duck tape project. duct.

You've probably seen lots of duct tape tutorials for making guy's wallets. After all, using duct tape to make a wallet shows you're creative, stylish, and cool. This is a step-by-step tutorial on how to make a duct tape wallet. If you have done your research you might be thinking “oh another one?” however this is different. It's really easy to make a Duct Tape wristlet. Plus, since it's duct tape there's no sewing.